REPORT

Mamma Mia! London Press Conference

Two days before the world premiere of
Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again, the press
conference took place in the ballroom of
London’s Corinthia Hotel, in two sittings to
accommodate everyone involved. In the first
group were Amanda Seyfried, Lily James,
Christine Baranski, Jessica Keenan Wynn,
Alexa Davies, Judy Craymer, Cher and Benny,
and group two included Dominic Cooper,
Pierce Brosnan, Stellan Skarsgård, Josh
Dylan, Hugh Skinner, Jeremy Irvine, Ol Parker,
Andy Garcia and Björn.
Judy Craymer began by talking about why
it had taken ten years to produce the sequel,
an issue already addressed at the press
conference in Stockholm.
The first question then went to Amanda,
Lily and Cher. It concerned the bond between
mothers and daughters and whether they had
any fond memories of watching films with their
own mums and who they wanted to watch
the new film with. Lily said, she thought she
watched the first Mamma Mia! film with her
mum and that she was planning to watch the
sequel with her as well. Amanda had similar
plans. “It’s my mum’s birthday on the 20th
and because she couldn’t be here as she
is a wonderful and beautiful grandmother
and nanny to my daughter, I am gonna take
her myself, just the two of us - I am going to
wear a hat and a wig…” Cher reported that
she had been watching old movies with her
mother. “Early on in my life, my mother started
me watching old black and white films, and I
still love them. We watched musicals, and I
remember seeing Mildred Pierce. That was
a musical. It was kind of a down movie, but it
was really good. My mother and I watched all
old movies together, and I appreciate that now
more than I can say.”
A news reporter from Bulgarian television
congratulated Benny on the new song
arrangements. He wanted to know about the
process and what had been most important
when he began to pre-arrange the classical
ABBA songs for the new actors, voices and
the new script. Benny replied, ”I don’t know
where to start. In order to create the script,
there had to be a number of songs, and we
could not really use the 22 songs from the first
film. We could use maybe two or three, which
we have, Dancing Queen, Mamma Mia is in
because it’s called Mamma Mia!, and a slice of
I Have A Dream. Having the songs is important
because otherwise there is nothing to write a
story around. The lyrics are moving the story
forward.
“Then we had a script, from Mr Parker, who
is a lovely guy by the way, and then we said,
maybe not this one, maybe not that one, we
swapped one or two.” Judy added that, for the
opening scene, Ol initially wanted to use Super
Trouper but, during a meeting, Benny had

suggested When I Kissed The Teacher. Judy
thought that the point of the stage show as well
as the two films was to recreate and reinvent
ABBA’s songs, but none of that worked without
Benny being in control of the music.
Benny continued, “I’ve been trying to be as
true to the original arrangements as possible,
maybe swapping keys because there are other
singers, apart from one or two numbers like My
Love My Life which is totally different. But it’s
a joy; you go into these songs, and I haven’t
been working on them for at least 39 years,
and then the band comes in. They want sheet
music, but they never look at it because they
know the songs already, so it’s really smooth.
And they’re all great singers here.”
Cher was asked when her relationship with
ABBA’s music began. “In America, we knew the
major hit songs but when I heard Fernando, I
heard a different thing. I knew the story, but I
heard the acting of it. I didn’t realise the songs
were so complicated, and I didn’t realise how
well-orchestrated and produced they were,
and I’m not just saying that because of him
[Benny]. When I thought about how to interpret
it, it seemed so perfect for Andy and I [sic], and
it seemed so perfect for the relationship we’d
had and seeing each other again.”
When it came to the question of bonding
with their fellow actors during filming, Lily said
about Alex and Jessica, “We became this
girl band, and the power and the joy was just
amazing – Dynamos forever. But all of us, we
were supporting each other, and there was a
beautiful energy on the set.” Amanda added,
“I was crazy, coming back after ten years, and
you guys had really started shooting, and you’d
set the tone for the entire shoot by doing the
bulk of your stuff before we even descended
on Croatia. When we got there, you were all
warm and cosy, and you made us feel warm
and cosy. It’s still daunting, but it’s nice to
‘come home’.”
Asked about her reaction when reading
the script for the first time, Christine replied,
“I agreed to doing the sequel without even
seeing a script because I’d had so much fun.
My first question was, are the same people on
board, and is everybody gonna agree? Word
was people were gonna move heaven and
earth to arrange their complicated schedules
to do it. When I read the script, I was so taken
how really original it was. You take this story,
do a sequel where you see the maturation of
these characters we’ve come to know, that
they’ve been enformed by loss, things have
happened in their lives, you see them coming
together with a new depth in their lives. And
then there’s the brilliance of taking it back
in time, with these six drop-dead talented,
sexy, young performers doing all these sexy
rock’n’roll numbers so brilliantly, it’s just an
ingenious construct. Kudos to Ol Parker, Judy,

Benny – everybody waited ten years to make
sure it was exactly right.”
One journalist enquired as to what extent
Lily had managed to make Donna her own
character, given that Meryl had played the
older version. “Donna is the most beloved,
brilliant, extraordinary character, and Meryl’s
Donna was everything. I just tried to watch
it and learn from what Meryl did and try and
capture the essence of that feeling, uninhibited
woman. I watched the film over and over again
to try and get into her body, how Meryl moved,
her physicality, how she’s so open to the
world. I felt that if I could find my way into that
physicality, my Donna could hopefully grow
into that woman. In the end, it’s surrendering
to the moment, being there with all these
amazing people and dancing and singing, I
think that’s the spirit of the movie as well.”
For Alexa, Julie had been her hero since
she was a young child. “I think I’ve seen
everything she’s ever done. I watched every
interview she’s ever done, especially from the
‘80s to see what she was like at that stage in
her life. Julie has quite a particular voice that
I was really interested in playing around with.
Luckily, we have quite a similar physicality
already in that we look tired all the time. But all
these young women are fantastic characters,
it was already there on the page. The really
interesting thing is, you do your own research,
but as soon as I met Lily and Jess, it took it up
another level because what’s amazing about
these characters is that they are stronger
together, and it adds a whole new layer when
you understand their love and care for each
other.”
Jessica said she had been a Christine fan
all her life, adoring her as an actress and now
also as a person. “Everything she has done
has enformed me as a person wanting to be an
actress.” When the opportunity arose, people
had told her that it was perfect for her, but she
had been worried whether she could live up to
it. “I was able to go back and watch Christine
in old movies and TV shows and capture
little bits. I love the way her eyes moved and
the way she held her glass – she was never
rushed, always in the moment and taking it in.”
Despite all the hype, Jessica, too, had taken

the opportunity to sit back for a minute, breathe
and be present. Christine commented, “I think
she’s a new and improved version.”
Lily thanked Christine for being so
supportive. “There was a moment when we
were rehearsing When I Kissed The Teacher
right at the beginning, and it meant the world
to us that you came in, burst into applause
and said, you’re doing it, girls. For us that was
everything.”
A Portuguese journalist stated that the first
film had broken all records in Portugal, drawing
over one million people into the cinemas. He
wanted to know from Benny if he had an
explanation for its and ABBA’s popularity in
his home country. “I don’t know. Maybe there
is a connection between music from up north
and Fado [traditional Portuguese music]. I
love Fado and listen to it a lot, and it has a
resemblance. I mean, you don’t have the big
pine forests that we do, and it’s not as dark
in Portugal as it is in Sweden, but there is
a similarity. I think, all kinds of folk music
correspond with each other.
Asked what it had felt like to step onto the
set with such an incredible cast, Cher replied,
“I was terrified because everyone had been
together, and my character also wasn’t very
liked by everybody. But all was great, and
everybody was so nice to me. And then Meryl
was on, she was behind a piece of scenery
and watching me doing my number. It was still
hard to go on a set where I was a stranger to
everyone, try to work your way into the story
and be friends with everybody. I must say, I
really felt kind of loved, a great grandmother.”
Amanda said that her favourite track had
been I’ve Been Waiting For You. “It was so
wonderful to be a Dynamo finally. Everything
you see, when we hug each other before
we start the song, I felt it was me, not our
characters.” Alexa thought Mamma Mia
was huge, one of the best songs ever. “Now
whenever I hear it, in a restaurant or on the
radio, I think, oh my God, we did that, we
performed that song. The new version with
Lily singing a capella, it’s just so beautiful, the
feeling of love and empowerment in the room.”
Judy believed that Dancing Queen was epic.
“I had it down as Dunkirk, a flotilla of boats with

150 dancers, it was a pretty amazing few days.
It was also the first day, our legacy cast had
almost started, I think it was Pierce’s first day
and he said that he was so happy to be back, he
was skipping in the morning. That scene took
a lot of planning in rehearsals, but to be out
on the sea with the boats was pretty amazing.”
Benny added, “My favourite moment in the
film is when grandma goes - Fernando, and
I like the opening with 147 students dancing
together after biking for a bit, and I like the last
scene My Love My Life.”
Asked what the most emotional moment
had been, Amanda chose I’ve Been Waiting
For You. “I have a new baby, and to express
that in a song, it’s just the best, motherhood…”
Christina agreed with Amanda’s choice. “With
the daughter of Donna in the centre suddenly,
and Julie and I flanking her, we’d become
mother figures, female support to her, it’s
an exquisite song, but the choreography,
everything about it was just really poignant and
resonant. Meryl is there even though she is not
there.” Lily added, “Knowing that the young
Donna was giving birth to Amanda, to Sophie,
and I was listening to Amanda singing, it is so
beautiful. I had this big belly on, and I really
felt the baby kick. And then Ol led me through
the birth, he became my birthing partner, he
was holding my hand, breathe, breathe, push,
push. It did feel like Meryl was there, a very
surreal moment for me. That was special.”
They all agreed that they had not wanted the
movie to end.
During the second part of the press
conference, asked how he had got involved
in the film, Ol stated he had had an email
from Richard Curtis, asking him, “Do you like
ABBA?” When he replied, ”Who doesn’t?”
he was invited to write the sequel. Richard’s
daughter, Scarlet, had come up with the idea
of doing the film in Godfather 2 style, and then
Ol started to write the story. He mentioned
that Andy’s character had been invented
specifically so that Cher could sing Fernando
to him. Asked whether it had been easy to
navigate the different types of emotion in the
film, Ol replied that he had been able to build
on the much-loved characters from the first
film, but he also credited the actors and ABBA’s
music that is so full of heart and emotion.
One journalist said that Mamma Mia! had
certainly been a game changer in musical
theatre and movies, changing the whole
industry, but she wanted to know from Björn
if he had come across people whose lives had
been saved emotionally. He replied, “I get to
hear that a lot, it’s quite a strange feeling when
people come up to you and say, you have no
idea what your music has meant to us. It’s
quite difficult to grasp emotionally. The fact
that I am sitting here today; I thought our music
would go into oblivion two years after we’d split
up, and that is some 35 years ago. I’m just very
humbled and grateful. When I look in the mirror

in the morning, I’m very down to earth, and that
makes it even more difficult to understand.”
Asked what it had been like to get back into
the flares, Pierce jokingly stated that it had
been the “same embarrassing humiliation”.
“However, we have broad shoulders… This
is a movie for me that I will forever cherish in
my heart. It was already magical ten years ago
and to see the joy that it brought to people’s
lives.”
When a journalist enquired what it had
been like to be serenaded by Cher, Andy
cheekily replied, “Last night or in the movie?”
He added that it had been a huge privilege,
especially when he had learned that he had
been handpicked by Cher who he admired
and respected not just as a singer but also
as an actress. “I am blessed to be here.”
Björn commented, “Seeing Andy now, he is
Fernando. I sort of conjured up that guy some
40 years ago, lying on my jetty, looking at the
sky and writing about Fernando, the freedom
fighter. And, right now, Andy is he.” Andy then
described Cher as “extremely down to earth”
and said that he really admired the dryness in
her sense of humour.
I asked Ol why they had decided to film in
Croatia rather than Greece, and he replied
it had been an economic decision he sadly
had not been involved in. “One thing Greece
needs right now is an injection of money and
tourism.” I also asked him whether it had been
a deliberate decision to turn Donna into a
ghost or whether perhaps Meryl had not been
available to do all the filming. His answer was
that it was about finding the most emotional,
impactful and meaningful story. “She was very
much part of that decision and delighted by it.
All of these guys, all the legacy cast and Benny
and Björn, too, they have enough integrity and,
frankly, enough money to want to do a sequel
and not to need to do one and sully the memory
of the first one.” It was about finding a way to
come back, and that was the story we chose.
It was Hugh’s turn next to answer a question
about his Waterloo experience. He said that
there had been a lot of fear, but choreographer
Anthony van Laast had been very good at
choreographing to individual abilities and,
hence, we got to see all those people flipping
and cartwheeling.
Similar to the women in the earlier part of
the press conference, the young men were
asked what it had been like to take on the
characters we knew from the first film, not
studying them and trying to be them but also
their own person as well. Josh said, “We didn’t
want to do impressions; we couldn’t do them
justice. You had to look at accents a little, but a
certain amount of freedom was good.” Ol gave
an example of the young actors studying their
counterparts. “We say legacy cast. When Lily
tried on the dungarees, did the dance like Meryl
did, when you can bring it in, then it’s brilliant,
but it shouldn’t ever be dominant or forced.”
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Jeremy praised Ol’s ability to give a film that
appealed to so many people an emotional
heart. “When we first all watched the film
together, there were people in the audience
who laughed but also cried. It’s amazing with
a movie like this that you can actually make an
audience feel that moved and connected to the
characters.”
Andy was asked what it had been liked to
be involved in a musical. He said it had been
no different from preparing for other roles,
apart from the singing with Cher. “She sang,
and I chimed in a little bit. But we were also
talking about the backstory; Fernando is such
a powerful love song, you know, longing, trying
to remember the moments in life that meant
so much to you, but they were also involved
in a sort of hypothetical revolution together, it’s
heavy stuff. The story of Fernando and Ruby,
it’s a very intense backstory, and you just try
to reach for it as best as you can.” Ol added
that Andy getting into it had been typical of
the whole film and cast. When he had to help
Cher up the stairs for her to sing Super Trouper
at the end of the film, he had spontaneously
decided to stay and dance.
Pierce spoke of the first day of filming.
“There were beautiful Julie and Christine,
about 200 dancers in the olive groves, five,
six cameras. You know, it was Dancing
Queen, and you just had to dance. Amanda
was in front and Ol said, just dance. I started
skipping, and I was skipping for weeks. I tried
many variations of skipping but, in the end, it
was just good old Irish skipping. You have to
throw yourself into this; you cannot be shy.”
He praised the warmth of everybody and the
friendships that had been created already
during the work on the first film. “Ol gave us all
the place and the space to be ourselves and
enjoy the moment.” Jeremy added that for him,
it had been a very naked thing to suddenly sing
and dance, especially when Spandex actually
made you look naked, but the presence of the
older actors who were “throwing themselves
in” had made it easier for him.
Dominic described the experience of
recording One Of Us. Loving the song already,
he originally had felt honoured but soon
realised that it was rather difficult to sing. He
was reminded yet again how incredible the
music was and that it had spanned generations.
“Five-year-olds know the lyrics, and so do
65-year-olds.” In the studio, he had felt he was
not managing the song because of the set-up,
being in a glass box and recording with a click
track. “And then you have ABBA watching you
destroy their piece of art. You start sweating
and panicking and feeling nauseous.” Benny
had taken him out of the boxe to the grand
piano, told him to relax and, in the different
atmosphere, it had become easier.
“As we were saying earlier, and I realise
this more and more each day after the ten
years of having done the first, how incredibly

this has impacted people’s lives. We’re just a
small fraction of that, making the film, and the
music has done that since 1974 (at that point,
Björn commented, “Jesus!”). It’s like a classical
piece of artwork, a wonderful novel, it’s art,
it’s saved people, it’s affected people. I didn’t
realise, I thought it was a laugh, something to
enjoy, but I only now realise that this is more,
more so with this film which is embedded in
more reflection and reaffirms what we do in
life, the emotional journey we embark upon. To
have that impact is an astonishing thing. More
pressure on you [Björn] when you look in the
mirror in the morning.”
Björn thought it was quite wonderful to see
his own lyrics used for the big screen. “They
all do something with it, something that comes
out of them, and I enjoy that so much. Whether
they sing very well or not, it doesn’t matter.
It all comes out the right way anyway. And
it was also a joy to slightly tweak the lyrics I
had written 30, 40 years ago for the last two
scenes. I loved working within that frame of
knowing what I am to say in between A and
Z and telling a story. We had great fun, Ol
and I, bouncing back and forward.” To this, Ol
said, “It is the scariest thing to ask Björn to rewrite a lyric and then, when he sends it back,
to ask, could you do any better? And then he
wrote back immediately, I can try, and then I
got something back two minutes later, and I
thought, it’s sensational.”
Having worked with many directors over
the years, Andy was full of praise for Ol and
said he believed he had a bright future. “He
is an extraordinarily sensitive individual, so in
tune with you as an actor in a very effortless
way.” Jeremy remembered a moment when
he had not done particularly well and that Ol
had commented, “Stars won’t shine without
darkness.”
The final question was for Björn - how
working on the film and revisiting the iconic
songs had inspired the possibility of new ABBA
music in the future. “The new music that we’ve
written was really inspired by a project we’re
in where we are building copies of our heads
from 1979, and we thought that those heads
must have something new to sing. We wrote
two new songs, we went into the studio with
the ladies, and it was a fantastic experience.
We’d never been in a studio since we split
up in 1982. We looked around and thought,
this situation is so incredibly familiar. It took
seconds, and we were back, like yesterday. It
was great fun doing that again. And the strange
thing is that when those two ladies start singing
together, there is that sound that is like no
other sound. It’s just happened that way, it’s
just coincidence that we should meet, and that
those two can make that sound together which
is the ABBA sound.”
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